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1898 Hotel Pointing Hand: Forwarded and Returned to Writer
By Steve Davis

The cover in Figure � (reduced in size) is unusual in that it has 
a pointing hand from a hotel to a post office, the post office then 
used a pointing hand to return to writer.  The hands are similar but 
with distinct differences.  Both are large, but one is a red, right 
hand and the other a blue, left hand.  Obviously one is an official 
post office marking and the other a private marking.  The private 
marking is so similar to the Post Office Department marking that 
it appears likely that it was purchased from the same supplier. 

             Figure �

Routing of the cover can be traced as follows: 
(1) July 5, 1898 – mailed at Willoughby, Ohio to: 
Mr. J.H. Hensley    
Cooley’s Hotel    
Springfield, Mass.    
(2) July 9, 1898 - Received at the Springfield, MA post of-  

fice. 
(3) July 26, 1898 - Auxiliary marking reads “Ret’d from 

Cooley’s Hotel to Springfield, Mass. P.O.  
7-26-98.” “Unclaimed” marking on the 
cover above Cooley’s hand gives reason 
for the return. Large red right pointing 
hand reads “Forwarded from Cooley’s.” 
 (4) July 27, 1898 – Date stamp shows 
receipt at Springfield post office.  Large 
blue left hand “Returned to Writer from 
Springfield.”  

(5) July 28, 1898 – Date stamp on 
reverse of cover Willoughby, Ohio.

Note that the corner card text in the 
top left of the cover reads:

Return to J.W. Penfield & Son,
Willoughby, Ohio
If not delivered with 5 days.  

This was the information required by 
(Continued on page 5)   
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Hand Drawn Pointing Fingers
By Tom Breske

Somebody once defined an accumulation as an unorganized 
group of 3 or more items, and a collection as an organized group 
of 3 or more items.  For a decade I’ve accumulated a large number 
of covers with auxiliary markings with the idea that someday I 
would try to organize them into one or more collections.  Pointing 
fingers (or hands) is one group that has a large variety to choose 
from…one subgroup being hand drawn pointing fingers (HDPFs). 
I have 10 letters and 3 postcards with HDPFs, and these are shown 
in this article, all illustrated actual size.  Coincidently on all my let-
ters with HDPFs, the finger points to the return address, indicating 
the letter was returned to the writer or sender.  The HDPFs on my 
3 postcards point to something else.  First are the �0 letters.

Figure 1 is from an 1889 letter hand stamped with “returned 
to writer” and a HDPF 115 mm long in blue crayon.  On the back 
in pencil is “8/28…S.B.P.O. gone.”     
   

 

            Figure �
 
Figure 2 is from an 1883 stamped en-

velope with a 25-mm long HDPF in black 
ink and a stamped purple pointing hand 
inscribed “returned to writer”.

Figure 3 is from a 1904 registered letter 
with a 102-mm long HDPF in blue crayon 
together with “returned to sender” and “un-
claimed” in the same blue crayon.

             Figure 4

Figure 4 is from a file-folded and taped-up 1905 registered 
letter that was forwarded 2 or 3 times and marked in pencil “not 
known” and “refused”.  The 75-mm long HDPF consists of one 
large finger and a thumb(?) in black ink.

    Figure 3

    Figure �
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Figure 5 is from a 1908 registered letter with 4 to 5 penciled 
notations:  “no ans”, “out time of”, “out 11” and “2:30 PM” plus 
a 115-mm HDPF in orange crayon.

Figure 6 is from a 1908 registered letter with penciled nota-
tions “out of town send notice” and “try 3 trip” and a crude 76-mm 
HDPF in pencil.

     Figure 7

Figure 7 is from a 1909 registered letter with various readable 
and unreadable penciled notations “out of city”, “not in”, “hour 

    Figure 5

    Figure 6

of delv(?)” and “Ret moved”.  Also stamped on the letter are a 
partially boxed “returned to sender” and a 3-fingered HDPF in 
blue crayon, 51 mm long.

          Figure 8

Figure 8 is from a 1905 registered letter with a 52-mm long 
HDPF in black ink. Also in black ink is “Reg.”, but appears to have 
been added by the sender.  “Refused” was added in pencil.

These 5 HDPFs (Figures 4 – 8) are part of 82 similar registered 
covers all sent from and returned to NYC.  The HDPFs therefore 
represent 6% usage frequency during the 1905 to 1909 timeframe.  
For 66 similar NYC covers in the 1894 to 1902 timeframe there 
were no HDPFs.  I have no information that explains the differ-
ence in HDPF usage.  Maybe somebody else knows.

Figure 9 is from a 1903 registered letter from the US Land 
Office in Aberdeen, SD with a 51-mm HDPF in black ink along 
with the ink notations “Ret to Writer” and “R.W. Reg No.3”.  The 
letter was held one month (per instructions) before being returned 
and stamped “Filed”.

        

      
      Figure 9

Figure 10 is from a 1918 underpaid (by 1 cent) letter.  The 
sender typed “Please Forward” which it was, but apparently 
returned to the sender with “Due 1” added along with a 38-mm 
long HDPF comprising 3 fingers and a tastefully added cuff, in 
pencil.
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   Figure �0

Figure 11 is from a 1905 picture postcard (PPC) (of Boston 
North Station).  Added was a pencil note “not at Station”.  Added 
in black ink was “Training School. Newport Hospital” and a 64-
mm long HDPF pointing to same.   “FORWARDED” was also 
hand stamped on the PPC.

   

                Figure ��

Figure 12 is from a 1918 PPC with the proper 2-cent wartime 
rate.  In pencil is a 19-mm long HDPF with the note “missent 
Alma, Okla”.  The HDPF points to the original addressee’s state 
“Monta (sic)”.  The sender’s note is interesting:  “Hello Ed. Will 
leave for the other side in a few hours so be good to your Family 
M.J.L.”.  The picture side shows soldiers around a campfire with 
the lines “Round the camp-fire’s ruddy glow / Scenes of Home-life 

come and go.”  I wonder if M.J.L. made it home.
        

        
   Figure ��

Figure 13 is from a 1909 PPC “Chain Letter” that has been 
remailed 6 times. Starting from Newbrunswick, NJ it was sent to 
PA, OH, WA, VA, NC, and finally back to Brunswick. It appears 
the last sender Xed out the previous 5 addresses and drew a red 
HDPF (29 mm long) with an enclosed “TO,” pointing to the 
originator’s address.         

                   
                Figure �3

I’ve seen a few other HDPFs…most recently 
in an article by our own Ada Prill�.  She shows a 
HDPF in black ink along with “Returned to Writ-
er”.  Prill further notes the hand has six digits.

Also, for sale on EBAY� was an underpaid 
1895 letter from Chelmsford, Mass to Chelmsford, 
England and an added HDPF pointing to same, 
apparently to alert the Post Office to direct the 
letter to the proper Chelmsford.

In summary, I can testify that HDPFs and other 
manuscript auxiliary marks are easily overlooked, especially on 
covers loaded with other interesting features or clutter.  So…take a 
close look for these hidden hand drawn pointing fingers and other 
auxiliary marks, if you get my “point.” 

1: Ada Prill, “I’d Like to Point Something Out…”, Am. Phi-
latelist, March 2007, V121, N3, pp 228-230.

2: EBAY #160042561218 offered by GORFA (Toronto, Can) 
ending Oct 26, 2006, Copyrighted image by InkFrog, Inc.

An Early Hand Drawn Pointing Finger
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

This September 2, 1865, Watertown, NY 
letter was mailed to nearby Depauville, NY. 
The corner card requested return to sender “If 
not called for within 10 days.” Therefore, since 
it was “Unclaimed,” it was returned to sender 
(the hand drawn pointing finger). 

By a law of the time (effective July 1, 1863) 
an endorsement of “Return(ed) to  Writer” was 
required, but, incorrectly, this was not placed. In 
addition, 3 cents were due for this return service, 
but it was incorrectly not collected.

This example is the earliest hand drawn 
pointing finger of which I am aware. Note that 
Tom Clarke in his “Catalog of Philadelphia 
Postmarks” had an earliest use of a Philadelphia 
HDPF as 1868-9. Illustration not actual size.
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Editorial
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

As I write this, we continue to prosper as a group (over 160 
members). Members continue to send me wonderful material for 
both comprehensive and small articles. Thank you!

We had a nice group of 20 (mainly old members but two new 
members signed up) at the AMC “Show and Tell” at the Port-
land, OR Stampshow in August. Thanks to Ralph Nafziger for 
the wonderful organization, and to David Eeles, Eliot Landau, 
Alan Warren, Alan Parsons and Wayne Youngblood for the neat 
material they showed. 

As noted by Nancy in her message, an equally delightful time 

(sContinued from page 1)      
the Post Office Department regulations to ensure return if not 
delivered.

In summary the mail was to a gentleman staying at a hotel.  
The hotel held the mail, but the addressee did not claim it, and 

was had by AMC members at our national September meeting 
at the Philadelphia National Stamp Exhibition. Thank you, Alan 
Warren, for arranging this.

Members, including our President, Nancy, have noted how 
active our west coast members are as we have populated three 
wonderful west coast “Show and Tell” sessions over the past 
year. AMC is interested in having our national meeting out here in 
2008, 2009 or 2010. I would like to hear from members whether 
PIPEX, SANDICAL, SESCAL or WESTPEX would be best for 
them (wherever you are from). I like them all as possibilities.

President’s Message
By Nancy B. Clark

they then forwarded it back to the post office for further handling.  
The post office then followed the instructions of the sender and 
returned the mail as unclaimed.  It is likely that Mr. J.H. Hensley 
had moved on and not left a forwarding address with the hotel.

The society had a table at the Philadelphia National Stamp 
Exhibition, and two officers were in attendance, Gary Hendron 
from St. Louis and myself. We got one new member, so I would 
say our table at the show worked out well.

We had a well attended meeting where scheduled presenta-
tions were made by Alan Warren (Norwegian items), Alan Parsons 
(markings on Harding stamps), Gary Hendron and myself (vari-
ous U.S. items). Member Thomas Breske also had a number of 
markings he brought to share with the group, including pre-printed 
directions and mourning covers.

There was a Treasurer’s report and  discussion of several items 
of business. We reported the use of color in the newsletter and the 
plan for future publications. Members were told of the Publications 
Committee, namely that John Hotchner will head the Committee 
with Wayne Youngblood and Gary Hendron also on it. Tony and 
I are to be kept in the loop (in an advisory capacity). Hopefully 

some progress can now be made on the Regis Hoffman book. 
Four members’ exhibits, with auxiliary markings, were at the 

show. Gary Hendron had reworked his “Twisted Caps-Twisted 
Mail” (Silver Bronze), Regis Hoffman had his “Mail to the Stars” 
(Silver Bronze), Doug and I entered a new exhibit focusing on 
“Postage Verified” (Silver), and R. Timothy Bartshe presented 
“Rate Regulations of Transvaal (1893-1910).” The latter exhibit 
won the President’s Award while the winner of the Graham Award 
was “Civil Censorship in India 1939-1945” (John Warren).

It is that time of year, as occurs every two years, when our 
officers are due for election or relection. With the health problems 
with which I have struggled in the past year, I need to step down 
as President. Since I will not be running again, I have organized a 
nominating committee of myself and John Hotchner to set a slate. 
If anyone is interested in any office or knows of an interested 
person, please contact one of us.

Illustrated is a rare marking that is the only such I know of.  
There have to be more out there, but by their nature, these would 
be uncommon. Markings not actual size.

Black boxed handstamp “BLUE AIR MAIL LETTERS / 
NON-TRANSMISSABLE / TO PRISONERS OF WAR” is 
clearly limited to air letters and would normally never be applied 
to anything else.

It will be an interesting and challenging task to put together 
those markings that would be only on air letters!

(Ed. note: Jerry Kasper, to those who don’t know him, is an 
accomplished collector and exhibitor of air letters. That is, his 
statement concerning the rarity of this item is a well-informed 
one. I look forward to seeing further contributions by him to our 
newsletter.)

Rare Air Letter Auxiliary Marking
By Jerry Kasper
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Different Ways to Find Someone
By Gerald Nylander

When mail was insufficiently addressed to 
someone in a small town or city, it would be passed 
around to all the carriers to see if the addressed 
person was on their route.  Around 1900 and for 
many years after, it was common to see auxiliary 
markings like the one shown in Figure 1 (shown 
full-size in Figure 2).  It shows a City / RFD and a 
string of numbers for the different routes.  Many are 
penciled through because a carrier looked at it and 
decided the person was not on his route and gave it 
to another carrier to check.

In South Africa they did things a little differ-
ently.  Reduced Figure 3 shows part of the back of 
a 1921 cover addressed to J.V. Holland & Com-
pany, Johannesburg, S. African Union. Evidently 
the company could not be found, so the letter was 
passed around to different carriers to see who could 
possibly deliver it.  The back shows a very large 
checklist for the routes, or as they call it “Walk No.” 
and each postman would initial his route meaning 
it wasn’t for him.  

Figure �

Figure �

Figure 3

The Post Office Means Business
By Gerald Nylander

When you move and want your mail forwarded 
to you, it’s a simple thing to go to the Post Office 
and fill out the forwarding card.  They will then 
forward your mail to you, for a period of time.   
After that period the Post Office will no longer 
forward the mail, but instead will return it to the 
sender.

Normally such mail gets stamped with an aux-
iliary marking like  “Forwarding Order Expired” 
which we frequently see.   Then I ran across this 
one, “ FORWARDING ORDER OUTLAWED”, 
along with a pointing hand marking.  I don’t know 
if the Post Office was upset with still getting mail 
for forwarding, or if someone was just having fun.  
It seems they wanted to make a definite point about 
not having to forward this person’s mail any lon-
ger, and we end up with a nice, out of the ordinary marking. The 
actual auxiliary marking is produced full-size below the cover.
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“Damaged in the Mail” Marks Provide a Range of Information
By Paul Albright

Here are four damaged covers with auxiliary markings ranging 
from the perfunctory to the specific to the apologetic.  None of the 
markings on these damaged covers from the 1980s use the same 
wording. The markings themselves are all shown actual size.

The most perfunctory is “DAMAGED IN HANDLING / IN 
THE POSTAL SERVICE” shown in Figure 1. That mark presum-
ably was applied in North Carolina where the cover was posted. 
It is the only one of the four marks applied with black ink; the 
others are in red. 

      
   Figure �

More specific as to where the damage occurred is on a cover 
franked September 28, 1987, stating, “DAMAGED BY CANCEL-
LING MACHINE / AT HARRISBURG PA” (Figure 2).

   
                     

 
   Figure �

In Figure 3, both as a full cover and the marking alone, the 
USPS office in Colorado Springs, CO offered an apology for 
damage to a cover mailed in Salinas, CA on November 23, 1987: 
“Damaged in Handling / Please Accept our Apologies / U.S. 
Postal Service / Colo Spgs, CO 80901.” It is interesting that the 
USPS abbreviated the name of the city; presumably, the full name 
would not fit on the hand stamp used for this marking.  
   

 

          
   Figure 3

Finally, in Figure 4,  the Long Beach, CA post office was 
most specific as to the cause of damage on a cover handled there: 
“DAMAGED IN HIGH SPEED / CANCELLING EQUIPMENT. 
/ PLEASE ACCEPT OUR APOLOGY. / TOUR (indecipherable) 
NIXIE LONG BEACH, CA / 80809-9702.”

        

            
   Figure 4
All four covers were mailed to Current, a mail-order stationery 

and paper supply firm in Colorado Springs.

Two Unusual Auxiliary Markings
By Paul Albright

When one has access to the results of a large mailing, it’s no 
surprise that some unusual auxiliary markings will be needed 
and placed on items in the mailing. The two marks shown in this 
brief article also were mailed to Current, a mail-order stationery 
and paper supply firm in Colorado Springs (see prior article). The 
first item, electronically clipped from the whole letter and shown  
actual size below, was “RECEIVED UNSEALED / Officially 
sealed at Minneapolis, Minn.” In my experience, this combination 

mark is an unusual one.
The second item, a whole reduced cover shown below, had 

an extra number in the address which was confused with the Zip 
Code. Therefore, the quite unusual Zip Code obliteration marking 
was applied in order to obscure this extra number and allow correct 
delivery (“Delivery Delayed / Incorrect Zipcode”).
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Prisoner Mail - Auxiliary Markings, Part 3
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

As promised, presented now is the third part of my list of 
private and post-office-related auxiliary markings. The first part, 
in the January �007 Auxiliary Markings, discussed, in detail, 
the organization of this listing. This part begins with section 
(h) “Not at Facility” markings. Again, the markings are shown 
full-sized.

Table of Prison-Related 
Auxiliary Markings

Part 3 - (j) to (i)

(j) “Not in Jail” Markings

    

Bartow, FL

       
Port Orchard, WA

  
 Spokane, WA

          
 UNKa

(k) “Paroled” Markings

  Tracy, CA

               Tracy, CA

                   

           Youngstown, OH

                       

      
               
      UNKa

        (l) “Released” Markings

        

              
        Orange County, CA
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                Orlando, FL

        
 

             Sioux City, IA

        

              Salisbury, MD

        

  
                Butler, MO

                  

          
            St. Joseph, MS

              

          
  

   
          Staten Island, NY

    
     Lebanon, PA

  
              Pittsburgh, PA

            

        

            San Diego, CA

         

     
   Everett, WA

        

      UNKa
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       UNKb

            

           

      UNKc

   

      UNKd

        

         

     UNKe

    

       UNKf

        

          
     UNKg

        

     

     UNKh

                         

            (m) “Return to Sender” Markings

  
         San Diego, CA    
   

               

  
         Santa Ana, CA

 
      

          Canon City, CO 

                             

         

                   
             Chicago, IL

   

              Winamac, IN
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                      Leavenworth, KS

         

           
                Akron, OH

       

           
                 Kingston, NC
       

  

              Trenton, NJ

       

            
       East Elmhurst, NT

   
          Waxahachie, TX

   
            Duchesne, UT
  
       

       
                UNKa

    
    UNKb

   
    UNKc

   
     UNKd

       

   
    UNKe

    
    UNKf

   

   
     UNKg

      (n) “Undeliverable as Addressed”  
   Markings

               

       
              Patton, CA

          

          
             Patterson, NJ
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Pointing Hand from South Africa Dead Letter Office
By Steve Davis

This is an interesting cover from 
Richmond, Virginia to Cape Province, 
South Africa.  Richmond postmark is 
dated June 12, 1934 with the receipt 
date stamp (just left of stamp) dated July 
6, 1934.  An additional South African 
date stamp August 2, 1934 appears just 
below the stamp.  “RETURNED TO 
CAPETOWN” marking on reverse of 
the cover (see scan below) dated August 
4, 1934.

The South African auxiliary mark-
ing, in the form of a rectangular message 
box in lower left of the cover, is printed 
in English and Afrikaans.  This mes-
sage gives the reason for not being able 
to deliver this mail, “INSUFFICIENT 
ADDRESS”  and “UNVOLDOEND 
ADRES”.  These were the two of-
ficial languages of the Union of South 
Africa.

There are also two handwritten 
notations on the left side of the cover. The one at the 
very left side reads “Not for Notray? School” (my best 
interpretation of the handwriting).  The other is to the 
lower left below the box and reads “Not for P.O. 13, 
C.T.” (C.T. for Capetown).

This cover was returned to the United States where, 
even though it had a return address, it ended up in the 
Dead Letter Office (DLO) in Washington, D.C.  The 
DLO marking on the reverse is dated September 15, 
1934.  The pointing hand on the front of the cover 
is aimed right at the return address and reads “RE-
TURNED TO WRITER”.  There is no date associated 
with the pointing hand.  

My interpretation is that the cover came back from 
South Africa and went directly to the Dead Letter Of-
fice.  Once it was determined there was a return address, 
the pointing hand marking was applied and it was sent 
back to the sender.  It does seem odd that it was opened 
by the DLO.  Resealing tape can be seen on the top.  
Usually with a return address this would not have been 
necessary.  It is likely that they were just confirming 
the address before forwarding on.  No fee was charged 
by the DLO.  This is because the return address was on 
the envelope and apparently valid.

Figure �

Figure �

It’s a Strange World
By Floyd Knell

The circumstances by which a cover may be returned can be 
quite unusual and amusing. My wife and I have a recreation home 
in Packwood with a street address. However, the rural route upon 
which this house is situated has no delivery, and all mail along 
the route is actually delivered to PO Boxes that correspond to the 
homes on the route. 

Because we find it unnecessary to receive any mail at this 
recreation home, we have no such PO Box and therefore no way 
via the USPS in which mail can reach us in Packwood. However, 
we have acquaintances in the area and play golf with them. One 
of our golfing partners attempted to send some golf information 
to my wife at our rural route Packwood address. Of course it was 

returned to them because mail cannot be delivered to us. The letter 
was returned to sender with the auxiliary marking shown below. 
We did finally receive the letter after the marking was placed and 
the letter was returned to sender. It was “delivered” to us on the 
golf course when the sender finally handed it to us directly!


